Some people are thinking of raising memorials to Bapu [Gandhi] in their respective places ... But this will lead to a scattering of our energy. We have to conserve not scatter our energy. Gandhiji was the greatest edifice in himself of his values. This country is not going to forget him. He was a symbol of our nation's strength. ... Any tiny dumplings of Gandhi images will serve no purpose. ... Let us set up some means for a new life-giving programme, rather than cold memorials (Rajendra Prasad, 15 March 1948) .
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The Story of the MAN we have forgotten and the cause we have betrayed (The Current, 5 September 1950).
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Though we may drift away somewhat from our old mooring, something of that gracious memory lingers, something of that inspiration endures, and a sentinel voice sounds in our ears ( Jawaharlal Nehru, 2 October 1952). maimed and the utterly helpless. The tax constitutes therefore the most inhuman poll tax that ingenuity of man can devise. (Gandhi, 1999b, p. 349) On 6 April 1930, after 24 days of marching, Gandhi broke this unjust law by collecting salt from the seashore at Dandi. The Salt March sparked a nation-wide large-scale nonviolent civil disobedience against the British rule throughout the subcontinent. 4 It was a critical juncture for the deepening and broadening of a mass nonviolent struggle for India's independence, as well as a tipping point in the loss of legitimacy and the bringing to an end of colonial rule in India. The Salt March thus became one of the most significant events in the struggle for Indian independence and an emblem of India's unique freedom struggle by nonviolent means.
The Salt Satyagraha was the pinnacle of Gandhi's experimentation with nonviolent struggle for the attainment of India's self-rule; an idea and a vision that he continuously theorized and put into action in India from 1918, and which had a transformative effect on the struggle against British rule.
5 Through the nonviolent campaigns that Gandhi conducted, he altered the language of politics and created a political discourse that sparked a new political imagination, which helped turn the Indian national Congress from an elite organization into a mass movement. Nonviolent struggles remain the greatest performances of the fight for India's independence.
This chapter examines how nonviolent struggles, which were critical for the foundation of modern India, have been commemorated and rearticulated in the post-independence period. It also explores the significance of the social memories of nonviolence for the life of the democratic republic.
6 I suggest that in India there has been a tension between two distinct main strands of the social memory of the Salt March and of Gandhi's nonviolent struggle at large. The first is the state remembrance of the Salt March, and the second is the non-state, or its popular memory. Both have been in continuous interaction as part of state-society relations, marking a process that has played a significant role in shaping India's democratic politics.
In what follows, I first elaborate my ideas about the two distinct types of social memories of nonviolent struggle I have identified in India. Second, I present an outline analysis of the ways in which these memories have been rearticulated and manifested since independence, and how the tensions between state and popular memory came into play at several important junctures after independence. Third, before drawing
